Setting up Zoom to use the full audio range of
your microphone
1)

Go to the ONLINE zoom login page:

2)
3)

Go to the “My Account” (top right) then “Settings”
Set “Audio type” to “Computer audio”

4)

Scroll down to a section entitled “In Meeting (Advanced)” and keep
going until you find “Allow users to select original sound in their client
settings”.

5)

Turn this on.

6)
7)

Now run the Zoom Application on your computer
Click on the initials on the top right (these will be YOUR initials, not
mine!) then Settings

8)

IF you have a subscription account, click on Audio on the left hand side
and you will see this screen. If you have a free account, go to number
12 now.

9)
10)

Click on the “Advanced” button, as shown above
Tick the “Show in-meeting option to “Enable Original Sound” from
microphone box, as shown below.
Select the Audio processing options, as shown below.

11)

12)

If you have a free acount, click “Audio” on the left hand side of your
screen, then tick the “Allow option for using original sound from microphone in meeting” box, as shown below.

13)

Set the Input Level for your micrphone. UNtick the “Automatically adjust
volume” box and set the level to maximum. If you have a really senstive
mic or an incredibly loud voice and the sound is distorting when you
press “test mic” then you can take the volume down a little.

14)

Start, or join a meeting.

15)

You’ll see an option to turn off or on orignal sound when you’re in your
zoom meeting. I’m pointing to it.

16)

Internet speed
This is a big factor in how good your zoom experience will be, especially if you are doing more than just talking. If you are not getting great
results, internet speed could be the issue. As zoom is “real time live”
this can mean that with a really slow connection, maybe even 90% of
the quality of the sound / video is being removed. Imagine you have a
great new $500 hi-fi system. If sounds amazing. You phone up your
friend and play it down the phone. What your friend hears is very different to what you hear!
To test your internet speed, go to www.speedtest.net
Then press “Go”. After a minute or so, you’ll get some figures, as shown
below. They won’t of course necessarily be similar to these, they may
be a bit lower. However, TOO low and that can cause real issues for
your broadcast quality.
Upload speed is the important one if you are hosting a zoom meeting.
Anything above 5 should be okay, but below might cause issues with
sound and video quality.
It’s also important to check that the people you will be broadcasting to
have a reasonable download speed too - anything above 5 should be
fine, but below that, they might experience inferior video/sound quality.

17)

Other important considerations
Microphone positions:
One thing that’s really important, but not always obvious, is that there
can be a big different volumes of different instruments, including your
voice. When giving online demonstrations of instruments, it won’t be a
great user experience if your voice is 5 times louder than your Tibetan
Singing Bowl, or vice versa, resulting in students having to be constantly moving their volume control up and down in order to for things to
be heard or not too loud.
Some people have naturally very loud speaking voices, and some people have naturally very soft speaking voices - and there can also be variations in people’s instrument playing techniques.
It’s important to do as many “test runs” as possible and find out what’s
working well and what’s not. For example, if your voice is coming
across 5 times louder than your gently played Tibetan singing bowl,
then we need to look at ways to make those 2 things more consistent in
their levels. For example, if you’re using one microphone then place
that microphone further away from your mouth, and nearer the bowl and
see if the sound levels are more consistent.
If you have 2 microphones, then you can adjust the level of each on relative to what it is picking up - for example, if you are very softly spoken,
have a microphone for your voice that is quite near your mouth and has
the input level quite high up.

Playing positions:
It’s good to test the instruments that you are going to use, and work out
the correct positions to play them in. For example Tingshas often come
across quite loud and piercing, so you may want to be a few feet further
away from microphone/s when you play them compared to Tibetan
Singing Bowls and voice. Practice lots, make notes, make adjustments
and the end experience will be rewarding for all.
The right settings for you:
It’s also important to remember that the settings recommended in this
document are ‘best practice’ but they may not always be the best settings in all situations (for example if there’s some background noise
where you are, from traffic or maybe air-con etc. then the “Surpress persistent background noise” may be better turned on. It’s good to experiment and do sound checks to get the best results.

18)

Video tutorials
Here are a few video tutorials that talk you through adjusting the zoom
audio settings:
Best audio settings for zoom meetings with music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wkG7yOTRIAk
Zoom in Music Mode
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50NoWIiYECA

